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Investigative interview, 112–13
Investigative journalist, 40
IRN (Independent Radio News), 11, 55, 109
scargill interview, 109–11, 120–1
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network), 67, 214, 234
ITN (Independent Television News), 11, 55
Channel 4 News, 148
ITV News Group, 11, 259
James, Jenny, 199
Jingles, 199
Joins, sound edited, 230
Journalalese, 95–6
Journalist:
as advance guard, 285–7
career decision, 8–10
commitment required, 5
pay/renumeration, 3
qualities needed, 4
working hours, 4
see also Reporters/reporting
Jump-cut, 298
Junor, John, 27

Key words placement, in newswriting, 85
Kicker/tailpiece, 18, 86
Kilohertz, 219
Kington, Miles, 162
Last lines, of news stories, 89–90
Last words, of news stories, 90
Law, ethics and responsibility, 29–31
email, 31
publishing, 31
sexuality, 31
websites, 31–2
Law of libel, 29–30
Leading questions, 133
Leads see Intros
Leith, Sam, 27
Level checks, in sound recording, 226
Level setting, in analogue audio editing, 235-6
Libel, 29-30
Libraries, for scriptwriting, 272-4
Lighting:
  basic, 306-7
  gathering news, 278-9
  Key, fill and back light, 278-9
  Sun Guns, 279
  technician, 278-9
  in television news studio, 348
  white balance, 279
Link, 214, 256, 264-5
Linking news items, 152
Links vehicles, outside broadcasts (OB), 286
Lip microphone, 222
Live breaking news, 257-9
Live link/throw, live TV reporting, 321-2
Live TV reporting:
  news presentation, 341
  top tips, 323-6
  vision reporting, four kinds of, 321-3
  working manners, 323
Live TV news presentation, 341
Local angles, for news stories, 64
Local radio news, 143
Long shots (LS), camera usage, 289, 290, 293, 312
Loop facility, digital audio editing, 234
LS (long shot), camera usage, 289, 290, 293, 312
Make-up and perception, TV news presenters, 343-4
Malice, 30
Mannerisms, by presenters, 177
Maritime Broadcasting Offences Act, 29
Marking-up, radio, 203
Martyn, Lewis, 163
Mass audience, writing for, 71
MBS (Mutual Broadcasting System), 54
MCU (medium close up), camera usage, 289, 292
Media sensationalism, 35-6
Medical breakthrough, 22
Medium close up (MCU), camera usage, 289, 292
Medium long shot (MLS), camera usage, 289, 291
Medium shot, camera usage, 289, 291, 293
Meltdown factor, news programmes, 161
Menu, 157, 205
Microphones, 298
arrangement:
  for hand-held microphone, 223-4
  for normal conversation, 224
boom mike, 278
  capacitor (condenser type), 221, 222
cardioid response, 222
clip-on, 277
  desktop mike, 277, 349
distractions, 223
gun mike, 277
hand-held mike, 225
handling, 224-5
handling noise, 222
level check, 226
lip mike, 23, 222
in location interview, 115
moving coil (dynamic type), 221, 222
for newsreader, 349
omni-directional, 220, 222
radio mike, 278
radio newsreader’s view, 188
in recording, 220
ribbon (bi-directional), 220, 221, 222
gun mike, 277
stick mike, 277
selection of, 277
techniques for, 191-2, 224-5
tie clip/clip-on mike, 277
tie-clip mikes, 222
and wind noise, 277
see also Sound recording/recorders
Mid shot (MS), 289, 291
Mini-wrap, radio news, 214-17
Minicams equipment, 304-5
MLS (medium long shot), camera usage, 289, 291
Mobile phones, in studios, 67, 242-3
Modulation and pitch, newsreading, 191
More4 News, 10
Moving coil (dynamic type) microphones, 221, 222
MS (Mid shot), 289, 291
Multi-angled (Umbrella) stories, 82-3
Multiple interviews, 119
Multi-skilling, 279
see also Video journalist
Multi-tasking, 8-9
Multi-tracking, 234
Music:
  backtiming, 168
for programme filling, 167–8  
in television journalism, 320  
Music-based station, 208  
Mutual Broadcasting System (MBS),  
networking, 54  
National Broadcasting Company (NBC),  
networking, 54  
National Public Radio (NPR), networking, 54  
NBC (National Broadcasting Company), 54  
Networking for news, 52–5  
contribution circuit, 55  
opting-in/opting-out, 55  
News:  
agencies, 52, 53  
of animals, 25  
audience needs, 14–16  
conflict and controversy, 21  
crime, 20  
cross-platform material, 56–7  
definition, 28  
drama and impact, 17  
dramatic, 17, 20  
embargoes on, 50  
emergencies, 20  
entertainment, 18  
health and medicine, 22  
honesty, 28  
human interest, 22  
immediacy, 16  
industrial, 21–2  
interest, 17  
local government, 20  
local interest, 23  
national government, 20  
new, true and interesting news, 19  
news releases, 48–50  
planning and building developments, 21  
and pressure groups, 21, 46  
relevance, 16  
seasonal, 22–3  
Sources of, 39  
sports, 22  
staged events, 46–8  
traffic, 24–5  
types, 19–25  
uses, 16–17  
weather as part of, 23–4  
News anchors and presenters:  
credibility, 174  
professionalism, 174–5  
qualities required, 172–3  
talent, 171–2  
voice requirements, 175–6  
News angle, 81–2  
News balance, 61–2  
News editor, 43, 55, 60, 143  
News item selection and order:  
actuality/pictures, 152  
audience reaction (human interest),  
150–1  
finishing items, 152  
foreign coverage, 153  
hard news, 150  
immediacy (yawn) factor, 151  
item order, 149–52  
linking items, 152  
local considerations, 153  
second thoughts, 149  
soft news, 150  
sport/specialisms, 151  
story impact, 150  
story significance, 150  
story topicality, 151  
see also Programme running orders  
News peg, 138–9  
News presentation, 163  
actuality, 158  
ad-libs, 180–1  
corpsing, 184  
disaster discovery, 182–3  
the ‘gate’ on new copy, 181–2  
graphics, 159–60  
groupings and variety, 160–2  
headlines and promotions, 157  
knowing your material, 180  
openers, 156–7  
as performance, 177  
pictures as core of news, 158–9  
presence, 177–8  
programme balance, 160–3  
rappor with audience, 179–80  
relaxed appearance/tension, 184–5  
rhythm and pace, 162–3  
News presenters, in television, 337  
best style for, 338–9  
dress code, 339  
colours and fabrics, 339–41  
for men, 340–1  
for women, 340  
fill for ten seconds, 341–2  
live and kicking, 341  
make-up and perception, 343–4
News presenters, in television – continued
nerves, of presenter, 342
showreel, 334

News programme types:
24-hour news, 141–2
bulletin, 137–8
documentaries, 138–9
fly on the wall, 140–1
the future, rolling news, 144–5
input and output jobs, 143
local radio news, 143
vérité techniques, 139–41

News releases, 48–50
embargo on, 50

News sources:
check calls, 44
contacts, 42–3
cross-platform material, 56–7
evergency services radio, 44–5
files, 43–4
freelances, 51–2
hoaxes, 41–2
networking, 52–5
news agencies, 52, 53
news releases, 48–50
newsroom diary, 43
other news media, 55–6
politicians, 46
pressure groups, 46
reporters, 39–40
staged events, 46–8
stories from consumers, 40–1
syndicated recordings, 51

News story, and TV newsrooms, 248–50

News story assembly:
the angle, 63–5
beating the clock, 67
the brief, 62–3
contact chasing, 65–6
copytasting, 61
news balance, 61–2
newsroom conference, 59–61
panic avoidance, 68
staged news conferences, 66–7
visuals and actuality, 62
working to sequence, 67–8

News studio:
Autocue, 341, 342
cameras, 348–9
cue-light, 349

floor manager, 349–50
lighting, 348
the set, 347–50
sound, 349

News-mix, 55
Newsbooth (contributions studio), 240
Newsclips, radio, 211
Newsflash, 137
News gathering, 250, 275

Newsgathering, 250, 275

Newsreading mechanics:
breathing/breath control, 187–9
clear diction, 189
earpiece noise, 194
emphasis, 190
microphone technique, 191–2
pitch/modulation, 191
popping and paper rustle, 191
prompter usage, 192–3
speed, 187
telling the story, 194
uppers and downers, 191
voice projection, 189

Newsroom conference, 59–61
Newsroom core server, 250–2
Newsroom diary, 43

Newsroom journalist see TV news journalist

Newswriting:
accuracy, 90–2
hard news formula, 83–4
‘intro’ (lead), 84–5
key words placement, 85
last line, 89–90
last words, 90
multi-angled stories, 82–3
news angle, 81–2
openers, 86–7
signposting, 88–9
story developing, 87–8
WHAT formula, 87

Noddy (reverse cutaway), 299
NPR (National Public Radio), 54
NUJ (UK and Ireland National Union of Journalists), 34

NUJ and Skillset, 11

Objectivity:
and bias, 33

Obscenity/profanity button, 243
Ofcom, 29

Omni-directional microphones, 222
On-air studio, 239
Index 373

Openers:
  in editing, 310
  for winning news audience, 156–7
Opting-in/opting-out, network news, 55
Orwell, George, 93
Out of Vision script (underlay), 256
‘Out words’, (TV scripts), 264
Out-points, 167
Outcue, 55
Output (news) job, 143
Output editor, 252, 351
Output journalist, 252
Output/production news, 250
Outside broadcast (OB), 277
  events, 287
  links vehicles, 286
  vehicle for, 241
Overlays, 311
  and chromakey, 332–3
PA (Press Association), 52
Package:
  interview, 119
  of news stories, 65
  for radio news, 212–14
Packaged report, 249
Padding, news, 60
Pan control, 234
Panic avoidance, 68
Paper rustle, 191–2
Passive and active voices, 100
Pause, in newsreading mechanics, 187
Peak programme meter (PPM), 235–6
Pedestals, cameras, 348, 349
Person in the street (US) interviews, 118–19
Personal interview, 115–16
Peter, Sisson, 163
Phone-in discussions, 243
Photojournalist, 296–7
Pictures as core of news, 158–9
Pieces to camera (PTC), 302–3
Pirate stations, 29
Pitch and modulation, newsreading, 191
Pièce de résistance, 233
Plagiarism, 55
Plain English, 74
Planning and building developments, as news, 21
Pocket News, 276, 283–4
Police radio, 45
Police:
  getting information from, 44
Politicians/political comment, as news sources, 46
Politics and the English Language, 93
Popping, 191
Portable single camera (PSC), 275
Portable sound recorders, 222
Porter, Richard, 6
Porter, Richard, 6, 8
Positive writing, 101
Pot-cuts, 237
Pot-point, 165–6
PPM (peak programme meter), 235–6
Pre-chat for interviews, 126, 128
Pre-commercials, 157
Pre-fade, 236
Prejudice, by news presenters, 175
‘Presence’ and news presentation, 177–8
Press Association (PA), 52
Press office, 65
Press officers, 44
Pressure and lobby groups, 21
Pressure conference, 47
Pressure groups, as new sources, 21, 46
Privacy and voyeurism, 36–7
Profanity/obscenity button, 243
Professionalism, 174–5
Programme balance, news:
  groupings and variety, 160–1
  rhythm and pace, 162–3
Programme feel, news programmes, 161, 162
Programme filling, 167–8
Programme fitness, making:
  backtiming, 168–9
  cutting, 165–7
  filling, 167–8
Programme running order:
  production of, 154
  television news studio, 352–4
  see also News item selection and order
Programme timing:
  ad-libbing for, 167
  cutting, 165–7
  filling, 167–8
  music backtiming, 168
Promotions and attraction, news, 157
Prompter see Autoscript™
Prompter usage, 192–3
Pronouns, use of, 103
Proof reading copy, 104–5
Protest, as staged news, 47
PSC (Portable single camera), 275
PTC (Piece to Camera), 302–3
Public relations handouts, 50
Public trust, 27
Punctuation, 103
  in conversational writing, 73
Q & A (question and answer) interview, 135–6
Queen’s New Year’s Honours List, embargoes on, 50
Quotations, use of, 97
Radio 4 Today Programme, 172
Radio car, 204, 241
Radio microphone, 278
Radio news:
  and audience rapport, 179–80
  breaking news, 198–200
  copy story, 201
  headline, 200–1
  interview, 208–11
  mini-wrap, 214–17
  newsclip, 211
  package, 212–14
  ROTs (recording of/off transmission), 211
  teasers and tasters, 204–5
  voice report, from scene, 205–7
  voicer (voice report), 202–4
Radio reporters, 57, 67, 68
RadioCentre, 11
Rant, 321
Rapport with news audience, 179–80
RDF, 36
Reaction story interviews, 114–15
Reading-in, by reporters, 63
Recce (reconnaissance), 285–7
  OBs and events, 287
Redundancies, avoidance of, 101–2
Regulations, by governments, 28–9
Regulators, 29
Relaxed appearance, news presentation, 184–5
Remote interview, 118
Remote studios, 240–1
Repetition, 102
Reporters/reporting:
  camera bias, 35
  contacts, 42
  disorder reporting, 34
  field (district) reporters, 40
  investigative, 40
  sensationalism, 35–6
  as sources of news, 39–40
  specialist reporters, 40
see also Journalists
Responsibility and ethics see Ethics and responsibility
Reuters, 11, 52
Reverse two shot method, 319
‘Reverses’ (reporter cutaways), 299
Rhythm and pace:
  conversational writing, 79–80
  in news programmes, 162–3
Ribbon (bi-directional) microphones, 220, 221, 222
Rifle directional microphones, 277
Rip-and-read format, 141
Robot cameras, 349
ROTs (recording of/off transmission), 211
Running order see Programme running order
Running story, 82, 197
Scanners, for airwave monitoring, 45
Scargill, Arthur, IRN interview, 109–11, 120–1
Scripting Television journalism see Television journalism, scripting
Search and rescue (SAR), 92
Seasonal news, 22–3
Sector Skills Council, 11
Sensationalism, by media, 35–6
Sequence shooting, 296–7
Set up shots method, 319
Set-piece, as staged news, 46, 48
Shift changing, problems of, 44
Shot box, cameras, 349
Shot lists, 265
Shots, holding, 294–6
Sightreading, by newsreader, 176
Signposting, news stories, 88–9
Silly Season, 22
Sky News, 11, 55, 258
Sky News Radio, 55
Sky TV News (24 hours), 141
Slender, 29
Slug, 253
Soft news, 22, 81, 150
Sound:
  in television news studio, 349
  loudness and frequency, 219–20
Sound and pictures, editing:
  audio mixing, 316
  commentary recording, 316
  craft editor, 313
  desktop editing, 312–13
  edit controller, 315
  editing shots, for interviews, 316–20
Index

music, usage, 320
Reverse two shot method, 319
Set up shots method, 319
shot length, 310–11
shot sequencing, 310
telescoping action, 311–12
timer (time code), 314
Two shot method, 317
video mixing, 315–16
Vox pops, 320
Wide two shot and wide reverse two shot
method, 319
Sound editing ethics and practice:
30 sec editing example, 231–2
joins, good practice for, 230–1
unethical editing, 232
Sound pressure level (SPL), 220
Sound recording/recorders:
analogue recording, 220
automatic level control (ALC) versus
manual, 226–7
digital recorders, 222
digital recording principles, 219–22
distractions, 223
eye contact during recording, 227
level checks, 226
mike handling, 224–5
for news coverage, 297–8
room set up, 223
see also Microphones
Sound recordist, 277–78
Sound-bites, 298
South Today, 56
Specialist reporters, 40
Spelling mistakes, 103
SPL (Sound pressure level), 220
Splash bag, 305–6
Spoken English:
rhythm of, 79
versus written English, 78–9
Sports, as news, 22
Sports/specialisms, place in news, 151
Spot story, 44
Staged events, as news, 46
announcement, 47–8
protest, 47
set-piece, 48
Staged news conferences, 66–7
Stand-up/stand-uppers see Pieces to Camera
(PTC)
Standard outcue (payoff), 206
Static shots, 271, 277, 294
Steadicam, 306
Stills and frame grabs, 331
screen insets, 331–2
Stills/graphics, in TV news scripts, 257
Stories from consumers, for news sources,
40–1
Story developing, in newswriting, 87
Story significance, 150
Story telling, in conversational writing,
70–1
Story topicality for news, 151
Story treatment, radio news, 197–8
breaking news, 198–200
copy story, 201
headline, 200–1
interview, 208–11
mini-wrap, 214–17
newsclip, 211
package, 212–14
teasers (tasters), 204–5
voice report, from scene, 205–7
voicer (voice report), 202–4
Streeter interview, 118
Stringers, advantages/disadvantages of using,
51–2
Studio mixing, 235–6
Studios:
contributions studio, 240
mobile phone, 242–3
obscenity/profanity button, 243
on-air studio, 239
outside broadcast vehicle, 241
radio car, 241
remote, 240–1
talks studio, 239
Sun Guns, 279
Sunday Express, 27
Surrey & Hampshire Trains, 200, 211
Syndicated recordings, 51
Tailpiece, 18, 86
Talent (showbusiness meaning), 171–2
Talking heads, 64
Talks studio, 239
Tarry, Nick, 341
Teaser, taster and menu, radio, 204–5
Telephone:
for phone-in discussions, 243
Telephone balance unit, 242
Telephone interview, 118
Telephone items (phonos), 67
Television journalism, scripting:
archive pictures, usage, 272–4
bottom line, 274
detail minimising, 267–8
intro (cue/link), 264–5
music, role of, 320
narrative for picture complement, 265–6
news package, 268–71
showreel, 344
types, 254–5
headlines, 255–6
link and intro, 256
Out of Vision live script/underlay, 256
stillslgraphics, 257
word/picture, balance, 271–2
writing for sound, 266–7
Television news presenters:
best style for, 338–9
dress code, 339
colours and fabrics, 339–41
for men, 340–1
for women, 340
fill for ten seconds, 341–2
live and kicking, 341
make-up and preception, 343–4
nerves, of presenter, 342
showreel, 334
Television news studio:
cameras, 348–9
control room, 350–4
director, 351–2
floor manager, 349–50
lighting, 348
running order and studio, 352–4
the set, 347–50
sound, 349
transmission, standby for, 347
Television news gathering:
cameraman/camerawoman/cameraperson, 276–9
crew, 276
getting the story back, 287–8
journalism, filming, 275–6
shots, 275
lighting technician, 278–9
Pocket News and hidden filming, 276, 283–4
reconnaissance (recce), 285–7
sound recordist, 277–8
Video Journalist (VJ), 276, 279–83
checklist, 281
Television newsroom, sharing of, 247
citizen journalism, types of, 260–2
core server, 250–2
journalist, basic needs for, 252–4
live breaking news, 248, 257–9
news story, 248–50
script types, 254–7
user generated content, role of, 259–60
Thumbnail images, 312
Tie clip/clip-on microphone, 277
Time references, 100
Timecheck, news presentation, 55, 162, 181
Timer (time code), 314
audio mixing, 316
commentary recording, 316edit controller, 315
video mixing, 315–16
Toal, Kenny, 345
Traffic, as news, 24–5
Training:
for broadcast journalism, 11
Transition, nonlinear editing, 312
Translation problems, 76–7
Tripod equipment, for videojournalists, 304
TV journalism, 248
advantages, 249
continuity problems, 301–2
disadvantages, 249
filming for, 275–6
TV news journalist, 248–9, 252
basic need-to-know, 252–4
see also Reporters/reporting
Twain, Mark, 72
Two shot method, 317
UGC (User Generated Content), 34, 259
see also Citizen journalism
UGCH (User Generated Content Hub), 259
Umbrella stories, 82
Underlay (Out of Vision script), 256
Uppers (in sentences), 191
US national network, 54
User generated content (UGC), 34, 40, 259
User generated content hub (UGCH), 259
Very long shot (VLS), camera usage, 289, 290, 293
Video Journalist (VJ), 248, 276, 279–3
and basic lighting, 306–7
checklist, 281
multi-skilling, 279
Video mixing, 315–16
Video News Release (VNR), 51
Video wall, live TV reporting, 322
see also Big screen video wall
Vine, Jeremy, 4
Visuals:
and actuality, 62
VJ see Video journalist
VLS (very long shot), camera usage, 289, 290, 293
VNR (Video News Release), 51
VO (voice-overs), 303
Voice projection, newsreaders, 189
Voice requirements, newsreaders and presenters, 175–6
Voice-overs (VO), 303
Voicer (voice report), radio, 202–4
from the scene, 205–7
Vox pop interviews, 118–19, 320
Voyeurism and privacy, 36–7
Vérité techniques, 139–41
Weather, as news, 23–4
Websites, ethics and responsibility, 31–2
Westinghouse news cycle format, 141
WHAT formula, the, 87
Wide shot (WS), camera usage, 281, 289, 290
Wide two shot and wide reverse two shot method, 319
Wildtrack sound, 119
Wire services, 52
World In Action, 276
World Journalism Education conference, 9
Writing for broadcast see Conversational writing, 69–80
Writing skills, broadcast journalism, 5
Writing to sound, 266–7
Written English:
versus Spoken English, 78–9
XTRA 24-hour station (Tijuana), 141
Yawn factor for news, 151
‘Yesterday’, avoiding use of, 100
Youth In Asia, 273